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Introduction

The protection of intellectual property rights in the life sciences industry 
is paramount. While patents are considered the mainstay of protection, 
several recent developments have led to a heightened focus on trade 
secrets. In particular, the passing of the Defend Trade Secrets Act (“DTSA”) 
in 2016, which allows plaintiffs to file trade secret misappropriation claims 
in federal court, led to a dramatic increase in trade secret litigation. 
Increased reliance on DTSA coincides with other changes within the life 
sciences industry. For instance, recent Supreme Court and Federal Circuit 
decisions have narrowed the scope of patent eligibility under 35 U.S.C. 
§101. In addition, changes in technology and the industry itself have 
highlighted the importance of trade secret protection.
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What is a Trade Secret?

• Generally, a trade secret can be information of all types and forms, 
such as a formula, design, method, process, technique, program, 
device, prototype, compilation or plan

• Importantly, the information must be confidential and derive 
economic value from not being generally known and readily 
ascertainable by the public

• The owner of such information must take reasonable efforts under 
the circumstances to maintain its secrecy

• Examples in the life sciences industry may include, manufacturing 
processes, formulas, R & D, preclinical data and “know-how”
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• Total trade secret theft—in just the United States—is estimated to range 
from $250 to $600 billion annually*

• We have experienced an explosion of trade secret cases in the past 20 
years:  federal cases of trade secret theft doubled between 1995 and 
2004 and doubled again by 2017

• 85-90% of all trade secret cases involve disputes with employees or 
business partners

• Criminal trade secret prosecutions are also on the rise, including suits 
brought pursuant to the Economic Espionage Act, 18 U.S.C § 1831 et seq.

Trade Secret Trends

*“The Theft of American Intellectual Property”; 
http://www.ipcommission.org/report/IP_Commission_Report_Update_2017.pdf



Trade Secret Case Filings (Federal Court)*
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The Law of Trade Secrets

• Traditionally, trade secrets have been protected under both common 
law and individual state laws

• Uniform Trade Secrets Act of 1979 (“UTSA”) standardized trade secret 
law across states

– UTSA has been adopted by 49 states, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, 
and U.S. Virgin Islands (New York is the only holdout)

– While the UTSA provides a model law governing civil actions for trade 
secret misappropriation, each state version may have specific or unique 
definitions and provisions
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The Law of Trade Secrets: DTSA

• Defend Trade Secrets Act (“DTSA”) signed into law on May 11, 2016

– Intended to provide a “single, national standard for trade secret 
misappropriation with clear rules and predictability for everyone involved”

– Created a new federal trade secret claim to complement existing state law

• Permits individual plaintiffs to file lawsuits to assert federal trade secret claims, but does not 
preempt state trade secret law

– Prior to DTSA, only criminal charges for trade secret theft were available in 
federal court

– Modeled on the UTSA; many of the provisions are similar

– Adds ex parte seizure to previous remedies of injunction and damages
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The Law of Trade Secrets: DTSA

• The trade secret must be related to a product used in, or 
intended to be used in, interstate or foreign commerce

– 18 U.S.C. § 1836(b)(1): “An owner of a trade secret that is 
misappropriated may bring a civil action under this section if the 
trade secret is related to a product or service used in, or 
intended for use in, interstate or foreign commerce.” 



Misappropriation under the DTSA

• Acquisition of the trade secret (TS) by person who knows or 
has reason to know that the TS was acquired by improper 
means

– “improper means” includes theft, bribery, misrepresentation, 
breach or inducement of breach of a duty to maintain secrecy, or 
espionage through electronic or other means

– “improper means” does not include reverse engineering, 
independent derivation, or any other lawful means of acquisition



Misappropriation under the DTSA

• Disclosure or use of TS (without express or implied consent) by a 
person who:

– Used improper means to acquire knowledge of TS; or

– Knew or had reason to know that the knowledge of the TS was:

• derived from a person who used improper means to acquire the TS;

• acquired under circumstances giving rise to a duty to maintain secrecy 
or limit use of the TS; or

• derived from a person who owed a duty to maintain secrecy or limit 
use of the TS.



Remedies under the DTSA

• Court can order ex parte seizure of property necessary to prevent 
propagation or dissemination of TS

– Seizure must be based on affidavit or verified complaint and must be 
accompanied by an order protecting seized property from disclosure

• An injunction may be granted to prevent actual or threatened 
misappropriation, of a trade secret but may not

– Prevent a person from entering into an employment relationship or place 
unreasonable conditions on employment (e.g., cannot conflict with a 
State law prohibiting restraints on the practice of a lawful profession)

• Court can issue injunction requiring affirmative actions to be taken to 
protect the TS



Protection of Trade Secrets

• Trade secret owners should engage in efforts “reasonable under the 
circumstances” to protect trade secrets 

– Controlled disclosure to employees/licensees that is consistent with requirement of 
relative secrecy (See Uniform Trade Secrets Act)

• Identify trade secrets and processes in place for designating such 
information 

• Identify procedures in place for maintaining trade secrets

– Procedures for obtaining title to trade secrets

– Designations used to mark trade secret information

– Review confidentiality agreements with employees, consultants, and third parties



Protection of Trade Secrets

• Identify how trade secrets are maintained

– Access limited to persons with a need to know

– How is access physically/electronically handled?

– Security measures for accessing trade secret information?

• Policies/practices for educating employees and consultants on 
confidentiality requirements and practices



Protection of Trade Secrets

• Procedures for departing employees

– Disabling access to company systems, accounts, equipment

– Reminders/affirmations of confidentiality obligations

– Written acknowledgements required on departure

• Physical/electronic security measures/policies of company

• Procedures and policies for any external access to trade secret 
information 

• Cybersecurity measures



Patent vs. Trade Secret

• Should companies consider trade secret protection as an 
alternative to patent protection?

– The narrowing of what is patent eligible (§ 101) as a result of Supreme 
Court and Federal Circuit decisions is perceived as a threat to innovation

• Mayo v. Prometheus, 566 U.S. 66 (2012)(claims directed to a law of nature not patentable)

• Molecular Pathology v. Myriad, 569 U.S. 576 (2013)(naturally occurring DNA not patentable)

• Athena Diagnostics v. Mayo Coll. Serv., 2017-2508 (Fed. Cir.) (diagnostic method patent 
ineligible)

• iNO Therapeutics v. Praxair Dist., 2018-1019 (Fed. Cir.) (method of treatment directed to a 
patent-ineligible natural phenomenon)
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Patent vs. Trade Secret

• Reforms to Section 101

– PTO’s 2019 Patent Subject Matter Eligibility Guidance

– Legislative efforts: Tillis-Coons Proposals

• During three days of hearings in 2019 on “The State of Patent Eligibility in 
America,” Senator Chris Coons expressed concerns that companies cannot 
protect certain inventions and will resort to trade secrets

• The 2019 hearings revealed that companies will stand to keep more work as 
trade secrets, which is detrimental to society as a whole because it is not 
available to others (see, e.g., remarks of Laurie Hill, PhD, JD of Genentech, Inc.)
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Patent vs. Trade Secret 

• Patent benefits:  

– Strong barrier--patents protect against even innocent infringers and reverse 
engineering

– Provide competitive value, i.e., to obtain funding or provide cross-licensing 
opportunities

• Patent drawbacks:

– Expense and time associated with obtaining a patent/portfolio and 
enforcing a patent 

– Patents expire

– Public disclosure provides a “roadmap” to competitors
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Patent vs. Trade Secret 

• Trade secret benefits:

– No time limit, as long as trade secrets are not disclosed, e.g., the Coca-
Cola formula

– Take immediate effect 

– Less expensive than prosecuting a global patent portfolio

• Trade secret drawbacks:

– Do not prevent independent discovery or reverse engineering

– Require diligence in securing the secret, once released the trade secret is 
lost forever
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Patent vs. Trade Secret

• Examples:

– Where an invention has limited “shelf life,” trade secret may be more attractive—it 
takes on average 5 years to obtain a patent

– Also, where the value will extend beyond a patent term (i.e., Coca-Cola formula) 
trade secret protection may be valuable 

– Manufacturing processes may be well suited for trade secret protection and NDAs, 
similarly for formulations

– Trade secret protection may be advisable where reverse engineering is unlikely

– Where the technology is likely to be used in joint ventures, collaborations and 
licensing arrangements, trade secrets will be difficult to maintain

– Patents may be necessary to secure investment or funding 
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Trade Secret Protections

• As proprietary information exists in digital form, may be stored 
digitally in many locations and is easily copied, strict security 
measures are paramount

– Sensitive trade secret information must be identified, segregated and 
stored with heightened protections (i.e., access is limited0

– Appropriate safeguards must be developed and implemented

– Cybersecurity protocols and preparedness is key (password-protections, 
encryption, firewalls and other technology defenses)
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Trade Secret Protections

• Mobility in the industry has led biopharma companies to strengthen 
their guidelines and protections of trade secrets

– Employees should be asked to sign non-disclosure agreements as part of 
the employment process

– Audits may be undertaken upon leaving and joining a company

– Collaborations and joint ventures also require vigilance with NDAs
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Criminal Enforcement

• Criminal investigation and prosecution of trade secret theft has 
increased in recent years

– Economic Espionage Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1831 et seq, prohibits stealing, sharing 
or receiving a misappropriated trade secret

– Approximately 200 cases have been prosecuted by the Department of 
Justice using the EEA (as well as the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act)

– Recent high-profile examples:

• Indictment of former Genentech scientists for misappropriating trade secrets to 
aid Taiwanese company in developing oncology biosimilars

• indictment of former Waymo/Google engineer Anthony Levandowski for taking 
trade secrets to Uber
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Criminal Enforcement

• Should companies consider pursuing criminal remedies if trade 
secrets have been misappropriated?

– Pros:

• The government brings more resources to the investigation and has additional 
remedies at their disposal to preserve and seize evidence—especially in an 
international setting

– Cons:

• There is a loss of control over the case; your company itself becomes the focus; 
and there is possible adverse publicity and reputational harm

• Resources will be expended to responding to a grand jury subpoena
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Recent Trade Secret Cases
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Recent Trade Secret Cases

• Genentech, Inc. v. JHL Biotech, Inc., No. 18-06582 (N.D. Cal.)

– Genentech brought claims against JHL Biotech, a Taiwanese startup founded by 
former Genentech employees for trade secret misappropriation alleging that the 
former company scientists stole proprietary development and manufacturing 
information relating to Genentech biologics Rituxan, Herceptin, Avastin, and 
Pulmozyme in order assist JHL in developing biosimilars to these drugs

– The court granted a preliminary injunction motion, enjoining defendants from 
using or disclosing the trade secrets and marketing or selling any products made 
with the benefit of the TS; ordering defendants to return all documents and 
information and conduct an internal investigation

– Ultimately, settlement was reached in which JHL’s biosimilar plans were 
abandoned, however, the parallel federal criminal case is ongoing 
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Recent Trade Secret Cases

• Cedars Sinai Medical Center v. Quest Diagnostics, No. 17-5169 (C.D. Cal.)

– Cedars Sinai filed suit against Quest for misappropriation of trade secrets 
and breach of contract (under California UTSA and DTSA), alleging that it 
stole trade secret information relating to Cedars’ proprietary diagnostic 
blood test for Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) in order to develop a 
competing test, following the breakdown of licensing discussions between 
the two parties

– Quest argued that the information was never secret as the hospital did not 
keep it confidential while trying to license the test to a variety of companies

– Ultimately, following trial, the federal jury cleared Quest of trade secret 
misappropriation and breach of its NDA
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Recent Trade Secret Cases

• Merck Sharp & Dohme v. Pfizer Inc. et al., No. 2:19-cv-02011 (E.D. Pa.)

– Merck filed a complaint against a former employee alleging she 
downloaded thousands of documents regarding Merck’s proprietary vaccine 
programs and then took the information to Pfizer where she developed 
Pfizer’s Prevnar 13, a vaccine against meningitis and pneumonia

– Pfizer denied the allegation and argued that it was an attempt to gain 
leverage in an ongoing PTAB proceeding in which Merck sought to 
invalidate the patents covering Prevnar 13

– The case is ongoing
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Recent Trade Secret Cases

• Oakwood Laboratories v. Dr. Bagavathikanun Thanoo and Aurobindo
Pharm., 17-cv-05090 (D. NJ)

– Plaintiff filed a complaint against defendant for misappropriation of trade 
secrets in violation of the DTSA and the NJ Trade Secrets Act, alleging that Dr. 
Thanoo, as scientist at Oakwood stole trade secret information regarding 
drug development, formulation and manufacturing and brought it to his new 
employer, Aurobindo

– Court dismissed the Complaint, as well as the Amended, Second Amended 
and Third Amended Complaints for, inter alia, failure to identify the trade 
secrets and to sufficiently plead misappropriation 
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Recent Trade Secret Cases

• Seigler v. Sorrento Therapeutics, LLC et al., 3:18-cv-01681 (S.D. Ca)

– Plaintiff filed a Complaint against defendants for, inter alia, misappropriation 
of trade secrets in violation of the DTSA and the California Uniform Trade 
Secrets Act, alleging that through her collaboration with defendants, 
including Dr. Junghans, to develop new CAR-T based therapeutics for 
oncology indication her proprietary work product was stolen by Dr. Junghans
and passed of as his own

– Court dismissed the Complaint and Amended Complaint for failure to specify 
the trade secrets alleged to have been misappropriated and fails to establish 
that the work product was in fact kept as a trade secret
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Recent Trade Secret Cases

• Jazz Pharm. v. Synchrony Group, LLC., 18-cv-602 (E.D. Pa)

– Plaintiff filed a complaint against defendants for, inter alia, misappropriation 
of trade secrets in violation of the DTSA and the Pennsylvania Uniform Trade 
Secrets Act, alleging that Synchrony misappropriated trade secret information 
that it had access to as a result of the companies Master Services Agreement 
and collaboration arrangement

– Plaintiff overcame motions to dismiss for failure to make out a trade secret 
misappropriation case 

– Court entered Stipulation and Order of Permanent Injunction and Dismissal 
(1/27/20)
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